EPA Grants Indirect Cost Rates Webinar, December 6, 2023 – Helpful Links

Indirect Cost Rate Proposal

• Indirect Cost Proposal Checklist

Regulatory Exceptions

• Indirect Cost Guidance for Recipients of EPA Assistance Agreements

Indirect Cost Limitations

• Statutory Restrictions on Indirect Costs in EPA Financial Assistance Programs

Additional Resources

• RAIN-2018-G02-R - Indirect Cost Guidance for Recipients of EPA Assistance Agreements
• Indirect Cost Policy for Recipients of EPA Assistance Agreements
• EPA General Terms and Conditions effective October 1, 2023 or later (The Indirect Cost Rate Agreement Term and Condition is #18.)
• Nonprofit Organizations | IBC Customer Central (The U.S. Department of Interior (DOI), Interior Business Center (IBC) negotiates indirect cost rates with nonprofit organizations on EPA’s behalf so nonprofits should refer to DOI’s indirect cost proposal Instructions.)
• Indian Tribal Governments | IBC Customer Central (DOI, IBC negotiates indirect cost rates with Tribes.)
• Insular Areas, State, and Local Governments | IBC Customer Central (There are state and local governmental resources on DOI, IBC’s website, which are useful when preparing indirect cost proposals.)